
The process was flawed 
 

This is a summary of a much more detailed response to Matt Thursam's letter to 
the editor, "The process worked", dated August 25, 2011. It was published as 
"Open Response to Matt Thursam" in the public forum of the Harmony Commons 
website. The details can be found at http://HarmonyFLcommons.com/lies.aspx . 
 
Thursam wrote "I was questioned about whether I made a call to a candidate." 
 
I did question Thursam. I questioned why he called but didn't leave a voice 
message. 
 
The candidate (Dr. Portia Bonner) said she received no voice message from 
Thursam, and his phone number doesn't accept phone calls. 
 
Thursam also wrote "The Sprint call records do not show my direct number." Yet 
Dr. Bonner has a record of his call (but she doesn't use Sprint). 
 
Thursam must have confused Dr. Bonner with Dr. Roberta Selleck, since Dr. 
Selleck is the unnamed candidate referenced in Thursam's letter. 
 
Dr. Selleck's Sprint phone records were the subject of my previous letter, yet 
Thursam never called Dr. Selleck (and never claimed to). For Thursam to note 
that his phone call to Dr. Bonner was not in Dr. Selleck's call records is 
nonsense. 
 
So what's the point? Thursam casts doubt on the accuracy of Sprint call records, 
the same records that show that several people lied by claiming to call Dr. 
Selleck. 
 
Yet in addition to Sprint call records, independent written documentation also 
proves that Cindy Hartig and Lissette Brizendine never called Dr. Selleck, 
contrary to their false public testimonies. 
 
Thursam also questioned Dr. Selleck's qualifications as a superintendent. He 
wrote "the candidate was flawed". 
 
I think Thursam is flawed. I am flawed. We are all flawed. Using Tom Long's 
"google hearsay" standard, Thursam would conclude that our current 
superintendent is also flawed (google "terry andrews" "claudia morrison", both 
terms together with quotes). 
 
If Terry Andrews was willing to submit his resume to the search committee (he 
was not); if he was willing to answer the interview questions posed to the top 9 
candidates (he was not); if he was willing to suffer the same scrutiny as the other 
candidates, I suspect that Terry Andrews would have faired worse on Thursam's 
scale of flaws than Dr. Selleck or the other candidates. 
 



The process was flawed 
 

Although Thursam wrote "Real digging means going beyond a search engine to 
find out their history", he never actually called Dr. Selleck or anyone who worked 
with Dr. Selleck. Therefore he couldn’t know that Dr. Selleck is actually far less 
flawed than his google research implied. 
 
Thursam never spoke to Sandra Rotella, CPA and former Chief Information 
Officer of the Adams50 school district in Colorado. She worked for Adams50 for 
6 years, before Dr. Selleck arrived and after she left. Rotella said (from the 
interview suppressed by Cindy Hartig during the May 17, 2011 school board 
meeting): "Over the course of my 25 years, Dr. Selleck is probably the most 
fiscally conservative superintendent I've had the pleasure of working with." 
 
Thursam never spoke to Adams50 Board of Education treasurer, Kevin Massey 
either. Massey worked with Dr. Selleck for 5 years. He said "I'm disappointed, we 
truly needed her leadership [Dr. Selleck's] for 2 more years. I think after that 
you'd see us being pretty much the leader in change in education in not only our 
part of the country but throughout the nation." 
 
If you prefer your truth based on facts, there it is. 
 
George Schiro 
Harmony 
 


